
Mini Kilt Tours On The Trail Of Outlander
Edinburgh Day Trip
Are you a fan of the hit TV series Outlander and looking for a unique and
immersive experience in Edinburgh? Look no further than Mini Kilt Tours' On The
Trail Of Outlander Edinburgh Day Trip! This one-day adventure will take you to
the iconic filming locations of the show, allowing you to explore the picturesque
Scottish landscapes while reliving your favorite Outlander moments.

The Outlander Phenomenon

Outlander, based on the bestselling book series by Diana Gabaldon, has taken
the world by storm since its television adaptation. The show follows the story of
Claire Randall, a World War II nurse who finds herself transported back in time to
18th century Scotland. Filled with romance, historical drama, and breathtaking
scenery, Outlander has amassed a dedicated fan base eager to experience the
world of Jamie and Claire firsthand.

Explore Edinburgh's Outlander Locations

Mini Kilt Tours offers an exclusive day trip that will transport you to the real-life
locations featured in Outlander. The tour starts in the heart of Edinburgh, where
you will meet your knowledgeable guide and fellow Outlander enthusiasts. From
there, the adventure begins!
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Your first stop is the atmospheric Royal Mile, a historic street dating back to the
12th century. Wander through the narrow closes and alleyways, just as Claire did
in her time-traveling adventures. Feel the presence of the past as you imagine
the characters strolling along these same cobblestone paths.

Next, you'll visit the iconic Palace of Holyroodhouse, the official residence of the
British monarch in Scotland. This grand palace served as the backdrop for many
pivotal scenes in Outlander, including the captivating reunion between Jamie and
Claire. Step into their world as you explore the grandeur of this historic site.

As the tour continues, you'll venture into the breathtaking Scottish countryside,
immersing yourself in the landscapes that have become synonymous with
Outlander. Visit the picturesque village of Culross, which was transformed into the
fictional village of Cranesmuir. Walk the same streets as Claire and Jamie, and
marvel at the well-preserved architecture that makes Culross feel frozen in time.

Another highlight of the tour is the iconic Doune Castle, which was used as the
stand-in for Castle Leoch, the ancestral home of Clan MacKenzie. Explore the
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fortress and its stunning surroundings, and let your imagination run wild as you
envision the characters roaming the halls and courtyards.

A Guide's Knowledge and Anecdotes

What sets Mini Kilt Tours apart is the expertise and passion of their guides. Each
guide is a true Outlander enthusiast and will provide you with fascinating insights
into the show's production and history. From behind-the-scenes stories to lesser-
known facts about the filming locations, their knowledge will enrich your
experience and make the tour even more memorable.

At each location, your guide will share anecdotes and trivia, bringing the
Outlander world to life. Learn about the challenges faced during filming and the
strategies used to transform each location into the historical setting of the show.
Feel like an insider as you gain a deeper understanding of Outlander's production
process and the importance of each location in shaping the story.

Travel in Comfort and Style

Mini Kilt Tours values your comfort and ensures a top-notch experience from start
to finish. The day trip is conducted in small groups, allowing for a more
personalized and intimate experience. Their comfortable and modern vehicles will
transport you between locations, ensuring a smooth journey and plenty of
legroom to stretch out.

The tour also includes a delicious lunch at a local restaurant, giving you the
opportunity to indulge in traditional Scottish cuisine. Savor the flavors of haggis,
neeps, and tatties, or opt for a more modern twist on Scottish dishes. Mini Kilt
Tours knows that a great day out involves great food, and they aim to leave you
fully satisfied.

Booking and Additional Information



If you're ready to embark on the ultimate Outlander adventure in Edinburgh,
booking your Mini Kilt Tours On The Trail Of Outlander Day Trip is simple. Visit
their website, and fill out the online reservation form. Select your date and
preferred mode of transport, and prepare for a journey you won't soon forget.

Prices start at $150 per person and include the guided tour, transport, entrance
fees, lunch, and a complimentary souvenir to commemorate your Outlander
experience.

Whether you're a die-hard fan or simply interested in exploring the beauty of
Scotland, Mini Kilt Tours' On The Trail Of Outlander Edinburgh Day Trip offers the
perfect blend of history, adventure, and romance. Immerse yourself in the world
of Outlander, discover the real-life locations, and create memories that will last a
lifetime.
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A self-drive touring guide On the Trail of Outlander Edinburgh day trip 2. Written
by Andrea Middleton, an official Blue Badge Guide for Scotland with over 15
years experience, and herself a native of Scotland.
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Take yourself on a trip East of Edinburgh as if you have your own personal tour
guide with you, explore some of the places mentioned in the Outlander series. As
well as discovering which places were associated with Outlander and the
Jacobites. This eBook will take you to Preston Mill, Prestonpans, Gosford House
and Glencourse Kirk. Directions are also given to keep you on the right track. All
you have to do now is set off and explore
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